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The *Digest* is the definitive historical sourcebook of Roman law compiled under the Byzantine emperor Justinian I (533 CE). This relational database includes the text of Theodor Mommsen’s authoritative edition of the *Digest* with accompanying information about its compositional structure and its featured jurists. The data was collected from raw text files and transformed to structured machine-readable form in a Python coding environment. Preprocessed data stored in flat files were loaded to a single super lightweight SQLite database (<7Mb) which chains six tables to each other in many-to-one relationships. The database can be easily browsed, queried and expanded in a variety of free-to-use interfaces. Apart from reliable, efficient and structured information retrieval, the database assists large scale quantitative analyses and it can be used as the starting point for further computer-assisted Roman law projects.
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**Steps**

The text of Justinian’s *Digest* in the database is based on the authoritative edition by Theodor Mommsen and Paul Krüger [1] which largely reproduces the text of the *Littera Florentina*, an extraordinarily early and full manuscript created right after the official publication of the *Digest* in 533 CE [2, 3]. In the 1970s, the ROMTEXT project by the University of Linz transformed the Mommsen text into digital form, which was later migrated to DOS format with extensive search functions in a command line interface (CLI) [4]. The Amanuensis software provided ROMTEXT with a graphical user interface (GUI) to assist in the browsing of the text and in conducting simple search queries [5]. For the purpose of the current database, the raw text of the *Digest* was pulled from Amanuensis with titles of sections, bibliographical inscriptions of text units, and text units all separated on individual lines. The raw text is transformed into flat files (.csv) in a processing pipeline including Python scripts and manual steps, as outlined in a flowchart in the documentation of the project’s GitLab page [6].

Friedrich Bluhme’s compelling theory about the *Digest*’s compositional history [7] and its revision by Tony Honoré [8] incorporating insights from Dario Mantovani [9] is presented in a structured format in the Bluhme-Krüger Ordo (bko) table. Linkage with the text of the *Digest* was created by aligning inscriptions of the *Digest’s*
text units with the entries in the tabular presentation of the Bluhme-Krüger Ordo pulled from Honoré [8]. Full correspondence between the two datasets was achieved in a series of Python-assisted and manual steps, described in the project’s GitLab page [6].

The date information about the jurists quoted in the Digest was taken from Adolf Berger’s Roman law dictionary [10] and Paulys encyclopaedia of the classical world [11] with an eye on Jop Spruit’s Enchiridium [12] which is incorporated in the online appendix of Borkowski’s Roman law textbook revised by Paul du Plessis [13]. Full correspondence between jurists, dates and other datasets was achieved by aligning values (i.e. names of jurists) with the bibliographic inscriptions in the Digest text and entries in the bko table.

The SQLite relational database was built in Python with the imported sqlite3 package. An empty (“skeleton”) database was initialized with primary and foreign keys as well as data type and value restrictions before loading the data into predefined tables row by row. While typographical errors in particular cells of particular tables may be present, the solid structure is ensured by enforcing the restrictions right at the point of creating the database.

The database is published on Figshare with documentation, a SQL schema graph (see Figure 1), and a set of sample SQL queries which are based on consultation with colleagues carrying out legal and historical research on Roman law as presented in the Digest.

Quality Control
Typographical errors and data inconsistencies in text units and bibliographic inscriptions of ROMTEXT were corrected by hand and by Python scripts according to the published text of the Digest in Mommsen [1]. Further errors and inconsistencies were corrected when aligning datasets along bibliographic inscriptions and names of jurists. The exercise was carried out in multiple rounds until the designated Python script captured no errors, indicating that the 37 quoted jurists, the 300 bibliographic headings, the 432 thematic sections and the 21,055 text units are all perfectly aligned in the flat files. The project’s GitLab page includes detailed documentation of any and all corrections performed on raw data [6]. Typographical errors in the text of the Digest inherited from ROMTEXT may remain, but this does not affect the quality of structured (SQL) queries carried out on the database. Typographical errors will be continuously corrected in future releases which will also include additional sample queries in response to user feedback.

(3) Dataset description
Object name
digest.db

Format names and versions
Version 1, SQLite database format (.db)

Creation dates
2019-11-01–2020-05-20
world [18] including structured data repositories of documents [19], papyrological [20] and numismatic evidence [21] as well as prosopographical [22] and geographical [23] data, among many others, will ultimately break down the walls between disciplinary silos and steer scholarship towards a systemic understanding of the ancient world. It will never replace close reading as the cornerstone of historical (legal) research, but it will help to bring together remote and seemingly unrelated pieces of information for more nuanced and deeper insights.

By including Honoré’s revision of the Bluhme-Krüger Ordo in the bko table, the database allows to assess the plausibility of a much-debated theory about the Digest’s compositional structure and compositional history. Its inclusion is not meant to promote the theory over that of David Pugsley [24] or other more agnostic scholars. Honoré’s quantitative research naturally lends itself for database presentation. It was largely based on manual aggregation of ROMTEXT queries which, among others, led to the creation of a Digest concordance [25] and the statistical tables presented in numerous books. Honoré wanted to identify objective markers of style of prominent jurists who, according to Honoré, shaped and reworked the texts presented in the Digest [26]. He presented a compositional theory for the Digest based on statistical analysis in so-called biographies for the editor-in-chief Tribonian [27] and for two main jurists quoted in the Digest from the early and late classical period of Roman law, Gaius [28] and Ulpian [29]. Honoré’s theory sparked a heated debate with Alan Watson being one of the main contesters [30]. The “battle of the Atlantic” [31] was staged on the pages of the Rechtshistorisches Journal which published Watson’s [32] and Honoré’s [33] views side by side. The “battle” was eloquently summarised by Peter Birks [34] who pointed to the crucial contributions of Honoré’s quantitative approach while acknowledging that his grand theory of textual interventions by a handful of jurists is probably unfounded. An alternative and similarly controversial theory about the Digest’s compositional history was developed by David Pugsley who argued that Tribonian had discovered a historical sourcebook of Roman law and recycled its material according to the existing law school practice which was largely following Ulpian’s commentaries [24]. Pugsley’s theory is partly based on the arrangement of 432 thematic sections in the 50 books of the Digest which could be translated to a database presentation in a future release. The database allows to recreate and expand quantitative analyses by automating significant aspects of what Honoré, Pugsley and others achieved by labour-intensive and largely manual data aggregation.

Apart from compositional structure, one may also conduct quantitative analyses on the text of the Digest according to custom-defined time slices. The “date” column in the “jurist” table includes the year in which a particular jurist was the most active based on assumptions derived from demographic studies of the Roman world [35, 36]. Courtesy of this date, jurists and the text units preserved from them can be grouped in custom-defined periods to generate aggregate statistics. The corresponding SQL query reveals that there are 751 text units in the early and republican period of Roman law (until 27 BCE), 4,169 in
the early classical (until ca. 190 CE), 15,904 in the late classical (until ca. 240 CE) and 231 in the post-classical period. Another SQL query tells us that the size of the late classical group is due to the number of text units excerpted from the works of Papinian (1,156), Ulpian (8,979) and Paul (3,954) who collectively take up 67% of the entire Digest corpus. This suggests that one will need to downsample these authors for a representative corpus-based analysis.

Filtered term search is another example demonstrating the benefits of the database approach. Let’s say one is interested in the term “proprietas” and runs a search with the “%” wildcard to locate the term with potential morphological variations. By linking the “text” and the “jurist” table, the initial 255 hits can be narrowed down to 18 for someone who is only interested in how the jurist Papinian uses the term. The 255 hits are distributed to the four custom periods of Roman law with 7 text units in the early and republican period (0.93% of all text units in the period), 30 in the early classical (0.72%), 217 in the late classical (1.36%) and 1 in the post-classical period (0.40%). Even though the numbers are too small to draw conclusions from them, they encourage to examine the hypothesis that the concept of “ownership” received abstract formulation in the late classical period of Roman law.

Combining the search functions in Amanuensis with the Digest concordance [25] and Otto Lenel’s Palingenesia [37] could achieve similar aggregate statistics, but the database approach has at least two major advantages. First, it requires a structured search query which saves the effort of aggregating data manually and promotes the open science virtues of transparency and reproducibility. Second, the database approach allows to plug in advanced quantitative methods such as distributional semantics. For example, word embeddings models [38] trained on general and genre-specific (legal) corpora allow to extract words with vector representations most similar to that of “proprietas”. The qualitative, that is, “close reading” inspection of the appropriate text units would then reveal whether the concept of “ownership” is indeed encoded in many terms and phrases. The “development” of the idea could be also mapped to time slices, if we have an appropriate amount of relevant textual data in the corpus. Such hybrid investigations would provide quantifiable support for the argument that even though Roman law does not define “ownership” as such [39, 40] the idea is encapsulated in ancient formulas such as “the thing is mine” (res meum esse) [41, 42]. The idea may be undefined and dispersed, but it is very much present. The database does not currently have a custom interface. It can be viewed in a command line, desktop or online application environment which are all free of charge. The release comes with a set of sample SQL queries to give an idea about what kind of questions a relational database of the Digest can answer. Users are encouraged to get in touch for assistance with translating their research questions to SQL queries. These queries will be added to further minor releases. A future major release will include a custom interface sitting on top of the database and the SQL queries. User feedback will play a key role in correcting typographical errors inherited from raw text, adding functionalities to the database, expanding it with linked information, and designing the custom interface.
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